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Models 

Abstrac t .  We present the main compoaents of an object-oriented deductive 
approach to conceptual modelling of information systems. This approach does 
not model object interaction explicitly, llowever interaction among objects c a n  

be derived by means of a formal procedure that we outline. 
Based on our results, we discuss whether explicit object interaction is a desirable 
feature of conceptual models. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

The purpose of Otis paper is threelold: 

a) To present the main components of an object-oriented deductive approach to 
conceptual modelling of informaliou systems. 

b) To oulline a formal procedure for the derivation of object interactions in au object- 
oriented deduclive conceptual model. 

c) To show that most difficullies in file modelling of the dyn,'unic aspect with current 
object-oriented methods ~u'ise because they try to model explicitly the interaction among 
objects, which is not necessary from a coaceplual point of view. 

Deduclive conceptual mtnlels (DCMs) modcl an lufonnation B~tse lIB) [JAR84] by means of 
pr~ieates.  Prcdicates may be/Jase, eon'esponding to exlernal events, derived, corresponding 
to entities, attributes m~d generated events, or constraints, corresponding to the integrity 
constraints that the IB must satisfy at any time. Deduction rules define derived facts in 
terms of bzL~e and/or odmr derived facls [Oli89,MSS921. lfowever, DCMs ,'u'e flat, in the 
sense Ihat they lack a structuring mcchanism of the (usu~dly lm'ge) set of predicates. 

We provide here a combination of file deductive and object-oriented approaches, by which 
we group the IB predicates using the concept of object. We do not intend here to present 
specific language features, but Ihc ClAM language [GKB82] could be a materi~dization of 
our approach. The oI2ject-oricnlcd deductive conceplmd models (ODCMs) thus oblaiued still 
have all advantages over the operational models [O1i86], while gaining in modularization. 
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ODCMs do not model object inleraction explicitlyl Any deduction rule may refer to any 
event, object or attribute, llowcver, it is interesting to derive the object interactions 
implied by a given ODCM. This may be useful as a validation tool and as a preliminary 
step towards an ulterior object-oriented design. To this end, we have developed a formal 
procedure Ihat produces Ihe ol2ject interaction patterns that may result from an ODCM. 

This procedure shows that object interaction cmbodies some design decisions and that 
several distinct object interaction patterns m'e possible. This might be the reason why die 
specification of the interaction among objects is a difficult issue in object-oriented 
mefllods, as can be seen from the great diversity of approaches taken by current mefllods 
[dClX)2]. Our findings suggest that explicit object interactioa should perhaps not be defined 
at the conceptual level. 

The paper is structured in 6 sections. Next section presents the ODCMs, including a n  

example that will be used thrcmghout Ihe paper. Section 3 briefly reviews the concepts of 
internal event and internal events model. Section 4 describes a procedure that uses tiffs 
model to derive object intcractions in an ODCM. Section 5 titan discusses our approach 
with respect to the conventional object-oriented approaches. Finally, Section 6 gives the 
conclusions and points out future work. 

2 O b j e c t - O r i e n t e d  D e d u c t i v e  C o n c e p t u a l  M o d e l s  

In this section wc ch,'u'acterise the maia features of an ODCM in a first-order logic 
framework. We try to concentrate on the main issues and, flierefore, we refrain from 
explainiug unnecessary details. We will use the ODCM ex,'unple given in Figures 1 and 2 
throughout the paper. 

An ODCM consists of a set E of external event classes and a set O of object classes. 

2 . 1  E x t e r n a l  E v e n t  Classes 

Extenml events conespoud to the inputs received by the Information System from the 
envh'onmcnu The definition of an extcrual event class consists of: 

- The attributes of the events. We distinguish belweea attributes provided by die 
environment and derived attributes, i.e. those attributes whose value must be computed 
when the event occurs. We assume that each event has an implicit time attribute that gives, 
in a suitable time unit (such as seconds), the instant when the event occurs. For each 
derived attribute, we define one or more deduction rules. 

- The constraints that the events must satisfy tO be wdid. For each constraint we define 
a deduction rule. These constraints must lye verified when die events occur. 

Deduclion ruh, s have tile form: p(X) <-- tb, where X is a vector of vm'iables, tb a fit-st 
order fomlula, ,rod where all free v~u'iables [u'c univers,dly qumltifled. Note that we do not 
restrict deduction rules to lk}rn clauses (with negation) at Ihis level. 
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Additional details will be explained using the example of Figure 1. We assume diat each 
event has a unique identifier, which is provided aulomatically by die system. A fact such as 
sale(z,t) is true if a sale even! with identifier z occurred at time t. A fact such as qty(z:q) is 
true, where z is the identifier of a sale evenl, if the qty atu'ibute of z has value q. Note the 
differeuce in notation: sale(z,I) denoles the existence of a sale event z at time t, while 
qty(z:q) denotes q as the value of the qty attribute of the sale event z. 

Instmlces of new_plx)d event class have two attributes: prodno (with domain integer), 
which is provided by the environment, and prod (with domain the set of identifiers of  
objects of  class PRODUCT), which is derived. The deduction rule states how the prod 
attribute is defined: in this case, the product identifier is just the prodno value. To save 
space, we have omitted similar deduction rules ill the rest of Figure 1. 

There is a constraint associated with eveul class new_prod. The nmne of die constraint is 
prod_exists, which is a predicate mune. A 12tot prod_exists(p,t) is true, meaning that, the 
consta'aint is violated, if there exists an event ncw_prod(z,t), such that its prod attribute has 
value p, mid p is a product at time t-l. Note that, as we expi,dn below, product(p,t-1) is 
true if p is an object of class PRODUCT at thne t-1. It is assumed that the external events 
that violate a constr~fint (a new_prod in Ihis example) will bc rejected. We also omit similar 
constraint rules in the rest of Figure 1. 

ex terna l  events  

e v e n t  new_prod (prodno: integer; derived prod: PRODUCT). 
prtvJ(Z:P) ~ prodno(Z:P). 
c o n s t r a i n t s  
pmd_exists(P,T) <-- new_prod(Z,T), pmd(Z:P), product(P,T-1). 

event new_oust (cusmo: integer; type: (w.r); derived cust: CUSTOMER). 

event  new_store (stouo: integer; derived sto: S'IORE). 

e v e n t  set_cost (prodno: integer; cost: integer; derived prod: PRODUCT). 
c o n s t r a i n t s  
prod not exists(P,T) <--- set_cost(Z,T), prod(Z:P), not product(P,T-l). 

e v e n t  replenishment (produo: integer; stono: integer; qty: integer; 
derived plod: PRODUC'P, ps : PROD_STO). 

event  side (prodno: iuleger; stono: integer; cusmo: integer; qty: integer; 
derived plod: PRODUCq ~, ps: PROD_STO; 

cusl: CUSTOMER; amount: integer). 
mnount(Z:A) <--- prtxl(Z:P), prodcost(P, Tl:Co),qty(Z:Q), A = Q 'Co .  

event  paymem(cusmo: integer; amount: integer; der ived cust: CUSTOMER). 

Figure 1. External events in the ODCM example 
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The deduction rule of attribute amount of sale events, defines that ti~e mnount of a sale z is 
a (amouut(z:a)) if the prod attribute of z is p (prod(z:p)), tile prodcost attribute of  
PRODUCT p at time t-1 is co (pr{~lcost(p,t-l:co)), tile qty attribute of  z is q (qty(z:q))and 
a = (ffCO. 

Note that literals in deduction rules may be events (like new_prod(Z,T)), event attributes 
(like prod(Z:P)), objects (like product(P,T-1)), object attributes (like prodcost(P,T-l:Co)), 
and evaluable liter~ds (like A = Q *Co). 

2.2 Objec t  Classes 

The definition of ,'m object class C consists of: 

- The existence rule, which is a deduction rule timt states tile conditions that ,'m object 
must satisfy to be a member of the class at a given time. 

- The attributes of the objects. For each attribute, we define its nmne, domain and one 
or more deduction rules, which define file wdue of tile altribute at a given thne. 

- The (static and dynamic) constraints of the objects. 1-'or each constraint, we define its 
name and a deduction rule. 

- The events generated by tile ol2jects. 1-:or each generated event, we define its name, tile 
event attributes and one or more detltlction rules, defining when tile event is generated and 
tile value of its attributes. 

We again give additional details using tile cxample of Figure 2. We assume tiaat each object 
has a unique identifier, which is usually given by tile external events. A fact such as 
product(p,t) is true if p is an identifier of an object of class PRODUCT at time t. A fact 
such as pmdcost(p,t:co) is true, where p is an identifier of a product, if the prodcost 
attribute of p has v~due co at time t. 

Tile existence rule of class PRODUCT defines that a product p belongs to tilts class at time 
t if an event new_prod occuffed at a time tl (tl<t), such that its prod attribute has value p. 
Existence rules for STORE and CUSTOMER are quite similm'. Class PROD_STO 
corresponds to the aggregatioq of a I~ROI)UCT and a STOIGE. In the example, it is 
assumed flint ~di products are present in all stores: tiffs is what defines the existence rule for 
PROD_STO. Note the use of evaluable predicate id(P,S,Ps) which relates file identifiers of 
PROD_STO to the product and slore identifiers. If, for example, fl~e identifier of  a 
product_store is formed by the concatenation of tile product and store identifiers fllen 
id(pl ,s l ,pls l)  could be a fact of this predicate. Note, however, that we do not need to 
further specify this predicate at the conceptual level. The existence rules for 
WHOLESALER and RETAILER define tilesc classes as subsets of CUSTOMER. 

h|stauces of tile PRODUCT class have three attributes. To save space, we only give the 
domain (integer) of the fh'sl (prodnumber). The deducliou rules give tile definitions of  fllese 
attributes. For instance, tile qoh_valnc o1' a product p at time t is defined ,as file sum of tile 
wdues al time t of this product in all stores. We assume thai deduction rules ,are defined 
such that attributes m'e single-wducd. 
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c la s s  PRODUCT 
producl(P,T) ~-- new_prod(Z,T1),T1 < T, prcM(Z:P). 

a t t r i b u t e s  
prodnumber: integel: 
prtxlnumbcr(P,T:lhO <-- ncw_prod(Z, Tl),Tl _<'l;pr~xl(Z:P),prodno(Z:Pn). 
lmX.lcost(ET:Co) ~ sct_cosl(Z,Ti),prod(Z:P),cost(Z:Co), TI < q, 

---sw, q2 (sct_cost(W, T2),pmd(W:P), T2 < T, T2 > T1). 
qoh_value(P,T:Qv) ~ sum(V,[value(Ps,T:V), id(P,S,Ps)],Qv). 

c l a s s  STORE 
store(S,T) ,,--- new_slorc(Z,Tl),Tl < 'l, slo(Z:S). 

a t t r i b u t e s  
stonumber(S,T:Sn) <--- ncw_store(Z,Tl),Tl < q, slo(Z:S),stono(Z:Sn). 
count,lxlowzcm(S,T:Bz) <---- count(Z,[bclowzcro(Z,T1), TI _< q, sto(Z:S)],Bz). 

c l a s s  PROD_STO 
prod_sto(Ps,T) ~ f~tx~duct(l~,T).storc(S,T),id(P,S,Ps). 

a t t r i b u t e s  
sto_qoh(Ps,T:Q) <--- sum(S,[salc(Z,Tl),T1 < T, ps(Z:Ps),qly(Z:S)],Qs), 

sum(R,[replcnishmcnt(Z,'I'l),T1 < 'l, ps(Z:Ps),qty(Z:R)],Q0, 
Q=Qr-Qs. 

value(Ps,T:V) ~ sto_qoh(Ps,T:Q), id(P,S,Ps), prodcosl(P,T:Co), V = Q 'Co .  

e v e n t s  

belowzcm(prt• slt~:S,limc:T) ~ s~de(Z,T),ps(Z:Ps),qty(Z:Q1), 
sto_qoh(Ps,T-l:Q), Q1 > Q, id(P,S,Ps). 

c l ass  CUSTOMEP, 
customcr(C,T) ~ ncw_cust(Z,T1),Tl < q,cust(Z:C). 

a t t r i b u t e s  
cusmumbcr(C,T:Nc) ~ new_cust(Z,T1),T1 < T, cusl(Z:C),cusmo(Z:Nc). 
custtype(C,T:Ty) <---- ncw_cus|(Z,T1),Tl _< "l;cust(Z:C),typc(Z:Ty). 
b~dance(C,T:B) ~-- sum(S,[sale(Z,Tl),T1 < q,cust(Z:C),amoum(Z:S)],S1), 

sum(P,[payment(Y, T1),T1 < 'l, cust(Y:C), mnount (Y:P)],Py), B=Py-SI. 
units_sold(C,T:U) ~ sum(Q,[s~dc(Z,Tl),Tl < "i,cust(Z:C),prod(Z:P),qty(Z:Q), 

prodcosl(P,T 1: Co),Co> 1000],U). 
c o n s t r a i n t s  
negb~dance(C,T) <-- Ndance(C,T:B),B < 0. 

c l ass  WHOLESALER is a CUSTOMER 
wholesaler(C,T) <--- customer(C,T),cusltype(C,T: w ). 

c l ass  RETAILER is a CUSTOMER 
rcl~dlcr(C,T) ~-- cuslomcr(C,T),cusllypc(C,T: r ). 

Figure 2. Object classes in the ODCM example 
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Instances of the WHOLESALER and RETAILER classes inherit the attributes from 
CUSTOMER class. 

There is a constraint associated with object class CUSTOMER. The n,'une of Ihe constraint 
is negbalance, which is a prcdicate name. A fact negbalance(c,t) is true, that is, the 
constraint is violated, if the b~dance of customer c is negative at time t. It is assumed that 
the external eveats (a side in this exa,nplc) that induce a violation of a constraint will be 
rejected. 

There is a generated event associated with object class PROD_STO. The n,'une of  the event 
is belowzero, which is a predicate mune, wilh three attributes. A fact belowzero(p,s,t) is 
u'ue, that is, the event is generated, if Ihe qly of a sale is greater than Ihe sto_qoh at time t- 
1. Like external events, generated events have also an internal identifier, which is given 
automatically by the system when they are generated. Note that in class STORE an 
attribute is defined (counl,beiowzero) that gives the count of such events generated up to a 
given time for a given store. 

3 Internal  Events  and Internal  Events  Model  

In this section, we briefly review Ihe key concepts of interred events and internal events 
model. See [Oli89,San90] for further details. In the next section we will use the internal 
events model as a basis Ibr tlctermining the object interactions involved in an ODCM. 

3.1 Internal Events 

There are three kinds of internal events: 

1) insertion, which capture the notion of inserting a new object into a class or giving 
an initial v~due IO im object altribule. 

2) deletion, which correspond to deleting an object fix)m a class or removing an 
attribute value of an object. 

3) modification, which capture the notion of ch~mging an attribute value. 

For each object class obj we define an insertion and a deletion internal event predicate as 
follows: 

VX,T [tol2j(X,T) <---> obj(X,T) ^ --1 ob.i(X,q:l)] (1) 
'v'X,T [5obj(X,T) <---> obj(X,T-l) ^ --1 obj(X,T)] (2) 

Thus, for example, t producl(x,t) is true if objecl x is a member of class PRODUCT at time 
t, and it was not a member of that class at lime t-1. 

For each atu'ibute alt we define an insertion, a deletion and a modification internal event as 
follows: 

VX,T [tatt(X,T:V) <---> att(X,T:V) ^ --aV1 att(X,T-l:V1)] (3) 
VX,T [Sztt(X,T:V) ~ at t(X,Tl:V) ^ ---aVl atI(X,T:V1)] (4) 
VX,T [laatt(X,T:V, Vl)  <---> att(X,Tl:V) A att(X,T:V1) A V ~ V1] (5) 
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Thus, for ex~unple, I.tsto_qoh(ps,t:qb,qa) is true if the value for the attribute sto_qoh of 
product_store ps was qb at time I-i and is qa at lime I. 

For notational convenience, we also associate an iasertion internal event predicate to each 
external, constraint or generaled event. Thus, tsale(z,I) will be the internal event associated 
to sale(z,t), and tprod_cxists(p,t) will be the internal event associated to constraint 
prod_exists of event new_prod. 

From the above definitions, we have the l'oUowing U'ansition ~odoms: 

VX,T [obj(X,W) <---> (obj(X,T-1)/, --15obj(X,T)) v tobj(X,W)] (6) 

VX,T [att(X,T:V) <---> (alt(X,T-I:V) ^ ~ ~Satt(X,T:V) ^ ---,~att(X,T:V, V1)) 

v tatt(X,T:V) v I.tatt(X,T:V 1,V)] (7) 

which define object existence or attribute values at time I in terms of object existence or 
attribute wdues at time t-l ,  and the internal events induced during a u'ansition from t-1 to t. 

3.2 Internal  Events  Model 

From the definitions (1) - (5) given above, and using the u'ansition axioms (6) and (7), we 
get the internal events model corresponding to a given ODCM. The internal events model 
consists of a set of rules. Each rule defines the coudition for the occun'ence of an internal 
event. We refer again to [Oli89,San90] for details on the procedure that derives 
automatically the interned events model. 

Figure 3 shows p~u-t of the internal evcnts model corresponding to the ODCM example. In 
the following, wc comment the internal events rules related with object cl&,;s PROD_STO. 
The first two rules define the conditions for the insertion of a product_store ps in its class, 
which are: 

1) An interned event tproduct(p,t) is induced in a transition, a store s exists at time t 
and the identifier of the new object is ps, or 

2) An intern,--d event tslorc(s,t) is induced in a transition, a product p exists at time t 
,'rod the identifier of the new object is ps. 

The next five rules define insertions and modifications of attributes sto_qoh and value. 
Note, from the ODCM dcfinition, that such atlributes v,'dues ale never deleted, since object 
inslances of tl~e classes in our ex,'unple are never deleted. 

The last rule defines the condition for the gcnenttion of internal event tbelowzero: when mi 
tsale occurs at time T with a qty greater than sto_qoh at time T-1. 
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class STORE) 

tsmre(S,T) <--- tnew_store(Z,'I3,sto(Z:S). 

(attributes) 

rs.2 tstonumber(S,T:Sn) 4-- tnew_slore(Z,T),sto(Z:S),stono(Z:Sn). 
rs.3 tcounLbelowzero(S,T:0) <-- tstore(S,T). 
rs.4 laCOUnt_belowzero(S,T:Cb,C~0 <--- counLbelowzero(S,T-l:Cb), 

count(Z,[tbelowzero(Z,T),sto(Z:S)],C), Ca = Cb+C. 

(in 

rps.1 
rps.2 

rps.3 
rps.4 

class PROD_STO) 

tprod_sto(Ps,T) <--- tpreducl(l~,T),store(S,T),id(l:~,S,Ps). 
tprod_sto(Ps,T) 4- pr~• tslorc(S,T),id(P,S,Ps). 

( a t t r ibu tes )  

tsto_qoh(Ps,T:0) <---- tpmd_sto(Ps,T). 
I.tsto_qoh(Ps,T:Qb,Qa) <--- sum(S,[tsale(Z,T),ps(Z:Ps),qty(Z:S)],Qs), 

sum(R,[t replenishment(Z,T),ps(Z:Ps),qty(Z:R)],Qr), 
sto_qoh(l~s,T - l:Qb), Qa=Qb+Qr-Qs, Qa ~: Qb. 

rps.5 tvalue(Ps,T:0) 4- tpmd_sto(Ps,T). 
rps.6 gvalue(Ps,T:Vb, Va) ~ Bslo_qoh(Ps,T:Qb,Q), id(P,S,Ps), 

prodcost(P,T:Co), value(Ps,T- l:Vb),Va = Q 'Co .  
rps.7 Bvaluc(Ps,T:Vb,Va) f-- sto_qoh(Ps,T:Q), id(P,S,Ps), 

I.tprt~cost(P,T:Cob,Coa), value(Ps,T-1 :Vb), Va = Q*Coa. 

rps .8 

(generated events) 

tbelowzem(prtxl:P, sm:S,time:T) ~ tsale(Z,T),ps(Z:Ps),qty(Z:Q1), 
sto_qoh(Ps,T-l:Q), QI > Q ,id(P,S,Ps). 

Figure 3. Part of the internal events model of the ODCM example 

4 O b j e c t  I n t e r a c t i o n  in  a n  O D C M  

Ill this section, we outline a R)rnml procedure that determines the object interactions 
implied by a given ODCM. 

4.1 Target  Events  

We define as target events of an object class fllose internal evenls fllat must be produced by 
the object class or some of its inslances in order to fulfil their task. More specifically, file 
Ire'get events are: 
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1) The insertion and deletion events of the objects. An object class must be able to 
create object inslauces and, thus, producing the corresponding insertion events. To each 
creation of an object instance corresponds an insertion event. An object instance must be 
able Io remove itself from its class, producing the correslxmding deletion event. 

2) The insertion, deletion and modification of object atU'ibute values. An object 
instance must be able to iuilialise, remove or change Ihe value of its attributes producing 
the corresponding insertion, deletion or modilication events. 

3) The insertion event of constraints. An object instance or class must be able to 
produce such evenls. If Ihey arc indeed produced in a transition the cun'ent Umlsaction must 
be rejected. 

4) The inscrtioa cvcnls of geueralcd events. An object instance or cla% must be able to 
produce such events when file corresponding conditions are satisfied. 

The t~uget evculs can be easily determined from the interred events model: they con'espond 
to the predicates in the head of some rule. In tile example of figure 3, the target events of 
object class PROD_STO are: tprod_slo, tsto_qoh, I.tslo_qoh, tvalue, I.tvalue and 
t beiowzero. 

4.2 Relevant  Events  

We define relevanl events for an object class as fllose events that must be communicated to 
the object class or to some of its inslauces in order for them to be able to produce the target 
events. Relevant events are those thai appear in the body of some rule of tile internal events 
model. 

In the ex~unple of figure 3, relevant events for object class PROD_STO are: tproduct, 
tstore, tprod sto, tsale, trcplenishment, ~tsto_qoh ~md I.tprodcost. Note lhat the stone 
interred event may be both target and relevant for a class. In the ex,'unple, I.tsto_qoh is both 
a larger event (necessary h~r maiulaining the value of attribute slo_qoh) and a relevant event 
(must be commlmicalcd in order to produce ~wdue). 

4.3 Induct ion  of Events 

Rules in the internal events model eslablish a rclatiouship belwcen relevant and target 
events: target evenls appcar in the head of the rule, and relevant events appear in its body. 
Wc c~dl induces to this relationship. Thus, wc say iuduces(a,b) if a is a relewmt event for b. 
Occurrence of internal cvcnl a may induce tile occurrence of ialcmal event b. Note that tiffs 
is a potcnti;d induction, since actu~d induclion depends on other co,ldifions. 

Thus, if we consider file rule: 

tbelowzero(prod:P, sto:S,tinle:T) <--- ts;de(Z,T),ps(Z:Ps),qty(Z:Ql), 
slo_qoh(Ps,T-I :Q),QI > Q, id(P,S,Ps). 

we find induces(tsale, tbelowzero). However, occurrence o fa  p,'u'ticular tsale may actually 
induce or not an tbelowzero interned event. 
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Tile set of "induces" facts thai con'csponds to figure 3 are: 

(in class PROD_STO) 

induces(t pr~xluct,t pnxl_sto) 

induces(t store,t prtxl_sto) 

induces(t prtxl_st o,t slo_qoh) 

induces(t s~de,la sto_qoh) 

induces(t rcplcnisment,l.t sto_qoh) 

induces(t pmd_sto,t v,'d uc) 

induces(laslo_qoh, lawtlue) 

induces(I.tprodcost, p.wdue) 

induees(t sMe, t belowzem) 

(in class STOIC) 

hlduccs(t new_stom,t store) 

induces(t new_store,t stonumber) 

induces(t store,t countJx~lowzero) 

itlducc~s(t bclowzero, l.tcomlt_belowzero) 

Knowing flint a particulm" event e has been induced, the rules: 

induced(X) ~ induces(Y,X), induced(Y). 
induced(e). 

compute the events induced by e. In tile exmnple above, if we know flint event tnew_store 
has been induced, the rules give the events induced by it: tnew_storc, tslore, tstonumber, 
tcount_belowzero, t prod_sto, tsto_qoh and t v~due. 

4.4 Object  Interact ion Model 

Several object interaction models can be built for a p~u'ticular system. We discuss some of 
them here, but olhers ~u'e possible. 

In file first model, a cenmd component, thai we call file Evenls Manager, is responsible of 
all intcracfions. Its functions re'c: 

1) To receive all external events produced at a givell time. We ,allow tile possibility of 
receiving several simullancous events fronl the euvironlnenl.. 

2) To send to event cl&sses the extermd events just received, in order to check fllat they 
satisfy the constraints mid Io compute the derived attributes defined at Ihose event classes. 

3) To send to object classes relcwmt events lor the production of new object instances, 
and to receive the insertion cvcnls that may be produced by them. 

4) To send to object instances relevanl events for die desu'uction of object instances or 
updating object altributes, and to receive the events that may be produced by diem. 

5) To send to object clm,;ses or inst,'mces relevant events for constraints checking or file 
generalion of events, and to receive tile events that may be produced by dram. 
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In this model, a method must be defined for each relevant event of ~m object trod event class. 
The fimclions of these methods ~u'e: 

1 ) qb receive the relcv,'mt event. 

2) To produce tile target events dh'cclly induced by the received event, thus creating or 
destroying objecl instances, updating object attributes, checking integrity constraints or 
generating events. 

3) To send back to tile Events Manager the set of t;u'gel events produced. 

We assume that other methods exist for accessing and returning attribute values. We will 
not consider them in our object iuleraction analysis, since tiley do not pose significant 
problems. 

As ml illustration of this model, we give below (and show in figure 4) all object 
interaction pattern that would evolve in the ex~unple of figure 3, when tile external event 
t new_slore txzcurs: 

1) The event t new_store is received by tile Events Manager. 

2) The Events Manager sends the event tuew_slore to a method of  event class 
new_store. This method would check if tile event satisfies the constraint store_exists 
(similar to prod_exists) and would computed attribute sto. For the sake of simplicity, in 
this paper we will not describe any further this kind of interaction between the Events 
M~mager and file event classes. 

3) The Events Manager sends tile event tnew_store to method MS1 of  class STORE. 
The method adds a new instance to ci~,;s STORE and initialises attribute stonumber to 0, 
and fetums events t store and tslonumber 

4) The Events Manager sends tile received evcnt tstore to method MS2 of  class 
STORE. The method initialises attribute couut_belowzero to 0, and returns 
t counl_belowzero. 

5) The Events Manager sends tile event tslore to method MPS1 of class PROD_STO. 
The method adds a new instance to class PROD_STO for each existing product instance, 
and returns tile events tprod._sto thus prt~uced. 

6) The Events Manager sends each tprod_sto event received to method MPS2 of class 
PROD_STO. The method initialises attributes sto_qoh and value to 0, and returns the 
events tsto_qoh and t v~due. 

It is interesting Io note Ihat tile above objecl interaction pattern is just one of die many 
valid pallems. ()filer patterns would produce the same over~dl effect. 
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Figure 4. Example of object interaction pattern 

In an alternative object interaction model, methods would produce all t,'u'get events induced 
in a cla~,;s, either directly or iudh'cctly, by the received eveqt. This model would reduce tile 
need lbr object inleraction, but Ihen the methods become larger and less robust to changes 
(for instm~ce, addition of a new object atlz'ibute might require the modification of existing 
methtxls). In some way, this is used by Oblog and TROLL ([SFS+89,SRG+91, JSH+91]). 

Another ohject interaction model would eliminate tile need of a central Events Manager, by 
allowing direct interaction between objects. However, meth(x.ls tilen become still larger and 
even less robust to changes. Addition of new object classes, for instance, might require 
changing existing methods to reflect the need lbr interaction with tile new objects. This 
model is used by most methods (see, for instance [Bai89,CoY9 l,Wie91,Prak92]). 

in what follows, we outline a procedure for dclernfiniug object interaction patterns 
according to the first model, bul we could adapl il to olhcr models (see [Que92]). 

4.5 Valid Object  Interact ion Pat terns  

Ill our model, we c~dl object interaction pattern (shortly, interaction) a sequence of messages 
sent by the Events Manager Io methods ill object classes, in response to one or more 
exlemal events received fi'om the environment. 

We describe the sending of a message to a melhod of an object class by means of a predicate 
seud(seqnumbcr,messagc,class,metimd), where U~e first m'gumcnt is a sequence number. In 
this way, the interaction described above, for tile external event umw_store, would be 
defined by tile sequence: 
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send(1 ,t new_st ore,class_STOl(E,method_MS 1 ) 
send(2,t store,class_STOl{E,method_MS2) 
seud(3,t store,class_PROD_STO,mcthod_M PS 1) 
send(4,t prod_slo,class_l~ROD_STO,method_Ml~S2) 

The sequence number will also be used to distinguish between states in an interaction. The 
l'imd state of an i,ateraction will be the grcalest sequence number (4 in the example above). 

We can also dcli~c thc simultaucotls sending of one or mo,'e events to different methods. In 
this case, we would just assign the sa,nc SCtlUCnCC uumbcr to two or more "send" facts. 

Before describing how such objccl interaction patterns ca,~ be generated, we consider the 
issue of validity of a given i,~tcraction. To this end we need to introduce first the concept 
of "computed". 

Rules in Ihe intemzd events model stale the events that must be sent to a class to compute 
a given t,'u'get event. In general, however, a target event can have more th,~i one rule (for 
instance, tprod_sto h,'ks two roles: rps. 1, ,'ps.2). 

A t,'u'get event e of class c defined by a rule r with relevant event e~, is partially computed at 
some state S (denotcd by pcomputed(S,e,r)) if: 

a) el has not been induced, or 
b) e~ has been induced and it has been sent at some state S 1 to Ihe corresponding 

,nethod m (sc,ld(Sl,cl,c,m)), with S! < S. 

This definition can be extended easily wilh more than one relevant event (see example 
below). 

A target event c is computed at so,no state S (denoted computcd(S,e)) if it has been pm'tially 
compulcd wilh respect to ~dl its ,'ulcs: 

compulcd(S,c) ~ i~computed(S,c,rj) ....... pcomputed(S,e,r,,). 

The following rules define the "computed" aad "pcomputed" predicates for tile target event 
t prod sto of class I)ROD_STO: 

pcomputed(S,tprod_sto,q~s. 1) ~-- induced(tproduct), 
scnd(S 1,t product,cluss_PROD_STO,method_MPS3), SI<S. 

pcomputed(S,tprod_sto,rps. 1) ~ not induccd(tproduct). 
pcomputed(S,tprod_sto,rps.2) ~-- hlduced(tstore), 

send(S1, tslore, class_PROD_STO,method_MPS1), SI<S. 
pcomputed(S,tprod_sto,q~s.2) ~ not h~duccxl(tstore). 

computed(S,tprod_sto) ~-- pcomputed(S,tprod_sto,,'ps.l), peomputed(S,tprod_sto,rps.2). 
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We also define the "computed" concept for the existence of object instm~ces. We say flint 
computed(s,object_class) is true if the insertion and deledon internal events coffesponding 
to the creation and destruction of the object instances have been computed at state s. 
Form',ally, if oc is an object class: 

computed(S,oc) <--- induced(toc), h~duccd(&~c), compuled(S,toc),computed(S,&)c). 
computed(S,oc) ~ hlduccd(toc), not induced(8oc), compuled(S,toc). 
computcd(S,oc) ~ induccd(&~), not induccd(toc), computed(S,&~c). 
computed(S,oc) ~ not induccd(ttx:), not induced(Soc). 

Note that the last rule defines thai the object instances of oc are computed at any state of a 
Imnsition if the toc and 8oc have not been induced, since in such case d~e extension of oc 
is not dlmaged. 

The following rules define the "computed" and "pcomputed" predicates for the target event 
I.tsto_qoh of class PROD_STO: 

pcomputed(S,~tslo_qoh,rps.4) <--- induccd(t.~de),induced(trcplenishmcn0, 
send(S1, tsalc, class_PROD_STO,method_MPS4), S I<S, 
send(S2, trcplenishmcnt, class I:'ROD_STO,method_MPS5), $2<S. 

pcomputed(S,ktsto_qoh,rps.4) ~ induccd(ts~de), not induced(trcplenishment), 
send(S 1, tsale, class_PROD_STO,melhod_MPS4), S I_<S. 

pcomputed(S,l.tsto_qoh,rps.4) <---- not induced(t~de), induced(treplenislunent), 
send(S 1,t replenishmenl,class_PROD_STO,method_MPS5), S I<S. 

pcompulcd(S,/.tsto_qoh,rps.4) ~-- not iuduccd(t.sale), not induced(treplenishmen0. 

computed(S,I.tsto_qoh) <--- pcomputed(S,I.tsto_qoh,rps.4). 

We also define the "computed" predicate for attributes as follows: 

computcd(S,au) ~ hlduccd(tatt), induced(I.tat0, induced(Satt), 
computcd(S,t att),computed(S,I.tatt),computed(S,Satt). 

computed(S,alt) ~ induced(tart), induccd(l.taU), not induced(Satt), 
computed(S,t at 0,computed(S,ktatt). 

computed(S,att) <--- hiduced(tatt), not induccd(~at0, induced(Sat0, 
computed(S,t atl),computcd(S,Satl). 

computed(S,at0 <-..- not induced(tart), induccd(ktatt), induced(Sal0, 
computed(S,I.tat0,computed(S,Satt). 

compulcd(S,att) ~-- induc~xl(tatt),nol induced(I.tatl), llot induced(Satt), 
computed(S,tatt). 

computed(S,au) <-.-- not induced(tart), induced(p.alt), not iuduced(Satt), 
computcd(S.p.atl). 

computcd(S,atl) <--- not induced(tart), not iuduced(l.tatt), induced(~iatt), 
computcd(S,SaU). 

computcd(S,atl) ~-- not induccd(talt), not iuduced(t.tatt), not induced(Bait). 
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In principle we could define tile validity of ~m object interaction pattern I for a set E of  
external events, as: 

VX (induced(X) ---> compuled(&,X)) 

where fs is the final state, me,ruing that I is vaIM for E if ,all induced target events are 
computed by 1. However, Ihis does not take into account tile interaction constraints Ihat I 
must satisfy. These constraints, that can also be obtained fl'om the internal events model, 
state tile conditions that must hold for sending a message to a melhod. 

For exzunple, tile following rules define tile interaction constraints associated to tile relevant 
events of target event tprod_sto of class PROD_STO: 

ic(S) ~ send(S l,tproduct, class_PROD_STO,metilod_MPS3), SI<S, 
$2 = SI -1, not computed(S2,sa)re). 

ic(S) ~-- send(Sl, t store, class_PROD_STO,method_MPS1), S I<S, 
$2 = S 1 - 1, not compuled(S2,product). 

First constraint is violated if tproducl is sent to melhod MPS3 of class PROD_STO at 
some state S 1, and store ot2ject instances had not been computed in file previous state. This 
is so because MPS3 requires Io know which stores exist before creating new product_store 
instances. Recall thai we allow tile cfealiot| of both products and stores in the same 
transition (that is, we allow that one or more tnew_prtxi and tnew_store external events 
occur simultaneously). Second constraint is similm; 

Having defined tile "induced" and "computed" concepts, and tile constraints that an 
interaction must to fulfil, we say that an object interaclion pattern I is valid for a set of 
external events E if ,all events induced by E are computed by I and no one ic is violated. 

VX (induced(X) ---> computcd(fs,X),not ic(l:s)) 

4.6 Generation of Object Interaction l'atterns 

Generation of object interaction patterns consists in obtaining tile messages to be sent by 
the Events Manager to methods in object classes, in response to the external events 
received at a given lime by the system. The interaction generated is different depending on 
tile external events received. 

We outline ill tills section our procedure for the automatic generation of interaction, which 
is based on plan gencralion techniques. 

Let E be a set of external events, Ihat file Events Manager c~m receive at tile same point of 
thne. If we know E in advance tile interaction can be generated at development-thne. On tile 
conU',~uy, it must be generated by tile Events Manager at execution-thne. 
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The procedm'e uses the computed, pcomputed and ic predicates and their definition, presented 
in last section. Rec,'dl that these rules can be derived automatic:ally from the internal events 
model. 

Let us denote by U the set of events induced by E. 

Let C be the set of t~u'get events already compuled at some stage of our procedure. At the 
begilming, C consists of the elements of set E. Let 1 be Ihe set of messages to be sent by 
the Events M:mager. Inilially, 1 = IO. Our procedure consists o1'6 steps: 

1) Select an element elem from sel C. 

2) Select a set R of rules having a send(S,elem,class,method) literal in flleir body witls 
the s,'une class and method. 

3) Exa'acl from set R the subset Q of relev,'ml rules. A rule in R is relevant if: 

- for all its litcr+ds induced(eleml) appearing in its body, eleml is in U. 
- for "all its literals not induced(eleml) appe,'u'ing in its body, eleml is not in U. 

4) Check that all rules in set Q are applicable. All rules in Q ~ e  applicable if there is 
not any constraint violated by I u send(S,elem,class,melhod). 

5) If all rules in Q are applicable, then: 

- Add Ihe send(S, elem,class,method) literal to I. Assign to the sequence number 
of this newly added "send" literal the cun'ent slate. Add 1 to the ctu'rent state. 

- Add to C the elem2 appearing as pcompuled(S,elem2,R) in the heads of 
each rule Q, only if elem2 is totally computed al the cm'reut shale. 

6) The procedure finishes as soon as 11 is a subsel of C. 

We illuslmle the procedure by means of an example. Assume the set of external events 
received by lhc Events Maaager is E= { tsalc,tset_cosl}. 

One solution of the generation procedm" c of ot2iect interaction patterns is: 

I { send(l,tsale,I ROD_STO,melhod_MPS4), 
send(2, t sel_cost, PRODUCT, method_MP2), 
send(3, 
send(4, 
send(5, 
send(6, 
send(7, 

t sale,CUSTOMER,methtxI_MC3), 
[aslo_qoh,PROD_STO,method_MPS 6), 
p.value,PRODUCq~method_M P3), 
I.t b~dance,Cl.ISTOMER,mcthod_MC4), 
t beiowzcro,STOl(E,method_MS3) } 

Fig. 5 shows graphically and explain tile messages sent by Ihe Events Manager to the 
objects. 
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1) The Events Manager sends the event tsale to method MPS4 of class PROD_STO. 
The method modifies the sto_qoh wdue. and produce the generated event tbelowzero, that 
is returned with the eveqt lasto_qoh. 

2) The Events Manager sends the event tset_eost to method MP2 of class PRODUCT. 
The method initialiscs or modify the value of attribute prodcost, and returns the events 
tprodcost, ~prodcost. 

3) The Events Manager sends the event tsale to method MC3 of class CUSTOMER. 
The method modifies the values of attributes balance and units_sold, and returns the 
events labalance, launits_sold. 

4) The Events Manager sends the event lasto_qoh to method MPS6 of class 
PROD_STO. The method modifies the value of atlxibute value, and returns the event 
Bvalue. 

5) The Events Manager sends the event Bvalue to method MP3 of class PRODUCT, 
The method modifies the value of attribute qoh_value, and returns the event laqoh_value. 

6) The Evcuts Manager sends the eveut Bbalance to method MC4 of class 
CUSTOMER. Thc method checks the negbalancc constraint, and returns megbalance if 
violated. 

7) The Event.,; Manager sends the event tbelowzero to method MS3 of class STORE. 
The method modifies the value of attribute count_belowzero, and returns the event 
gcount_belowzero. 

Figure 5.Object Interaction pattern example 
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We now explain in detail how the solution is obtained. The events induced by E are: 

U= [ t sale,t sel_cost, t i~lowzcro, t pr(rd_cost,l.tsR)_qoh,p.units_sold, 
I.tb~dance,p.wdue,t ucgbalance,l.tprtnlcosl,l.tcount_belowzero,l.tqoh_vahe } 

The set of compulcd I~u'gcl cvents, and the set of send literals, at the beginning of the 
process are: 

Co = { t sale,t set_cost } 

Io= (} 

1) We selecl an element of Co, elem = ts,'de. 

2) We select the so! R hx)m rules associated to target events of class PROD_STO: 

pcomputed(S,t.tsto_qoh,rl).S.4 ) 6-- induced(tsule),not induced(treplenishment), 
send(S l, tsale, class_PROD_STO.method_MPS4), SI<S. (CR2) 

pcomputed(SJ.lsto_qoh.rps.4) 6-- induced(tsale), induced(treplenishment), 
.send(Sl, tsale, class_PROD_STO,method_MPS4), SI<S, $2<S. 
send(S2, treplenishment, class_PROD_STO,method_MPS5). (CR4) 

pcomputed(S.tbelowzero,rps.8) 6-- imluced(tsale) 
send(S l ,t sale,class_PROD_STO,method MPS4), SI<S. (CR5) 

3) We extract from R the subset of rclewmt rules 

Q = [ CR2,CR5 I 

4) We check if rules in Q are applicable.They are applicable because there is not any 

ic violated by I0 u send(S, tsale, class_PROD_STO,mcthod_MPS4). 

5) We add send(S, ts;dc, class_PROD_STO,melhod_MPS4) literal to I 0, assigning 
the current slate to the scquence number of this literal: 

I l = [~nd(i,ts~de, I)ROD_SqO,meth(~l_Ml)S4)} 

We add to Co t!~e events that will be totally computed once the tsale message has 
been sent to method MPS4 of class I)ROD_STO. We know which are these events by file 
following computed rules: 

computed(S,I.tsto_qoh) ~ pcomputcd(S,~tsto_qoh,rps.4) 
computcd(S,t belowzcro) 4-- pcompulcd(S,tbeiowzero, rps.8) 

So, the new sol of compulcd lal'gel events is: 

Cl = [tsale,tsel_cost,gtsto_qoh,tbelowzcro} 

6) Given that U is not a subset of C yet, then it is necess~u'y to repeat the process. 
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We outline file next iterations in Ihc following. Eight iterations m'e needed to an'ive to the 
object interaction pattern exmnple: 

Itet: 2 

1ter 3 

lien 4 

lteJ" 5 

I t .6 ,7 ,8  

C j = { t s~dc,t sel_cost,~tslo_qoh,t belowzero} 
I l = {~,ld(l,tsale,PROD_STO,melhtxl_MPS4)} 
I 
I elem = ~asto_qoh, rules of class PROD_STO ==> not applicable 
I 
C2 = Cl 
I~= Ii 
I 
[ elem = tset_cost rules of class I'RODUCT 
I 
C3 = { t s~de,t sel_cosl,l-tsto_qoh,t belowzero, t p~'odcosl,l-tprodcost } 
13 = 12 t..) {send(2, tsel_cost, Pl~,ODUC'l, method_MP2)} 
I 
[ elem = tsale rules of class CUSTOMER 
I 
C4 = [ts~de,tsel_cost,lXSto__qoh,tbelowzero,tprodcost, lxprodcost,l.tbalance, 

~tunils_.sold} 
14 = 13 u [send(3, ts~de,CUSTOMER,method_MC3)} 
I 
I elem =l.lsto_qoh rules of class PROD_STO 
I 
C 5 = { t salc,t sct_cosl,t.tsto_qoh,t belowzero,t p,'txlcost,l.tprodcost,l.tbalmice, 

~t units_sold,lav~due} 
15 = I4 u [scnd(4,1aslo qoh,PROD STO,meflmd_MPS3)} 
I 
o . o o  

1 
C8 = [tsalc,tset_cosl,~tsto_qoh,tbeiowzero,tprodcost, l.tprodcost,I/balmlce, 

~tunils sold,/.tv~due,laqoh value,t negbah'mce,l.tcount_belowzero} 
18 = [ se,~d(i,tsale,PROD_COSq, method_MPS4), 

send(2, t set_cosl,[ 'RODUCl, method MP2), 
send(3, t s~dc,CUSTOMER,method_MC3), 
send(4, I.tslo_qoh,PROD_STO,,nefllod_MPS6), 
send(5,l.t value,PRODUC'l, melhod_MP3 ), 
send(6, ].tbalance,CUSTOMER,,neflmd_MC4), 
send(7,t lye lowzc ro,STOlCJimethtxi_MS 3) } 

At the end of the 8fl~ ilemlion, we have in C all fl~e larger events that cm, be induced (U is a 
subset of C), ,'rod the procedure finishes. 
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In all iterations the element selected from C to be sent to a method of a class did not 
violated any interaction constr~dnt, except in Itet.2 where the purpose was to modify the 
wdue of die qoh of  products in a store, when the cost of the products was not already 
modified (having a set cost event in set. E). In flint case Ihe following ic were violated by 
the selected event Iasto_qoh: 

ic(S) <--- send(S 1, ~sto_qoh, class_PROD_STO,method_MPS6), S I<S, 

$2 = SI -1, not computcd(S2,prodcos0. 

There is more than one valid object interaction pattern for rite s,'une set of external events. 
We obtain different interactions depending on how the elements in set C are selected in step 
1 of Ihe procedure. 

For example, another valid solution given by out" procedure, would be: 

I = [ send(l, tseLcost,PRODUCl, method_MP2), 

send(2, t sale,CUSTOMER,method_MC3), 

send(3, t sale,PROD_STO,method_MPS4), 

send(4, ~xbalance,CUSTOMER,method_MC4), 

send(5, t beiowzero, STORE,method_MS3) 

send(6, I.tslo_qoh,i~RO D_STO,method_MPS6), 

send(7, p.v~due, PRODUC'l,melhod_MP3) } 

5 Discussion 

The results from the previous section show thai a procedure exists that determines the 
object interactions implied by a given ODCM. We can dten pose ihe question whether 
explicit object interaction, as pfeseul in most current object-oriented melhods, is a desirable 
feature for conceptual models of information systems. We believe that a definite answer to 
that question is not possible yet. However, we hope that the following comments might 
provide some elements for that answer (see also [HeE90,EFG+91,dCI• 

Our procedure shows that object interaction relies on some object interaction model. We 
have seen in section 4.4 that several models are possible, and that object interactions are 
quite different l'rom it model to another. On the other hand, changing from a model to 
another is a difficult, task. Such a task might be necessary if rite object interaction model 
used at rite conceptu,d Icvel is different from the one used at the design level. 

Our procedure also shows that severed, equivalent object interaction patterns may exist for 
the stone input external events. Explicit ol~jeel interaction modelling forces to choose 
arbitrarily one of them at the couceptu,d level. 
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It cml also be shown that object-oriented models using direct inter-object communication 
,'u'e very sensitive to changes. Additions of new object classes or attributes may imply 
changes in exisliug methods. In our exmnple, assmne the case when a single-instance 
object class COMPANY is added to the model, with attribute global_qoh_value. Then, 
medlods at the product_store or product level should be changed in file way dmt they now 
communicate to thai new object the changes on the qoh_values. 

Some object-oriented methods allow defining derived atuibutes, that is, attributes whose 
value may be computed from the values of other attributes of the s,'une or different object. 
In Ihese cases, the procedure for evaluating the attributes may have an impact on object 
interactions. I1, at the design level, fl~e value of fl~e attributes is computed whenever flley 
iu'e requested, then no ol2jeet interaction is necessm'y: the object method evaluates the 
defining rule and returns the result. IIowever, if file vMue for thai attribute is made explicit 
in the object local slale, then the need arises lk~r uew interaction: fl~e object must know 
changes on the values of the terms in the del'iuing rule. 

6 C o n c l u s i o n s  

We have described die main components of an object,oriented, deductive approach (ODCM) 
to conceptual m(xlelling of information systems. Basic concepts of this approach ,are event 
and object classes. Event classes have attributes and eonstrainls. Object classes have 
attributes, constraints and generated events. Rules specified at the class level relate object 
existence, and attribute wdues to events. Object inleraction is not made explicit. 

We have then presented a l'ormal procedure, based on the concepts of internal event and 
internal eveuts model, that produces the object interaction patterns implied by an ODCM. 
We have also formalized the concept of valid iuleraction. 

We have discussed the issue of whether explicit object interaction is a desirable feature of 
conceptual models. Some (hopefully) relevant points to that issue have been made, based 
on the above results. 

We pkm to implelnent the object interaction patterns generation procedure for several object 
interaction models, and the automatic generation of methods. 
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